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How to Install the Game on your PC
1) Go to Google and search “facebook app games” by typing it into the search
bar.
2) Click on the second search result labeled: “Games – Facebook”.

3) In the right hand side search bar type in the name of the game you want to
download.

4) Click the “Play Now” button to begin playing. Enjoy!

Getting Started Tips
Be Patient
Keep playing the game as it has so much to offer, including multiple boss fights
and you will not be able to master as soon as you get your hands on the game.
So keep practicing and the tokens and bananas will start coming too, together
with the high scores.
- If you see a large patch of green runway coming up, get ready to take
control of your minion using your device’s tilt functionality. It’s very easy to
slip up here, so make very gentle movements - concentrate on surviving
rather than grabbing every last banana.
- It’s always worth bumping into fellow minions, rather than grabbing the
handful of bananas nearby, as this will increase your scoring multiplier. All
you have to do to take them out is be in the nearest lane to them - your
minion will automatically take care of the rest.
- When fighting against Vector, you have to avoid the large units that he
drops onto the lanes, but fire the shielded units back at him. All you have to
do to take him down is tap on these explosive objects to send them hurtling
towards his ship. Make sure you’re out of harm’s way before tapping
though.
- Don’t forget to upgrade your minion via the shop. Most upgrades can be
bought using the bananas you’ve collected, and we recommend prioritizing
the Minion Shield first, so you can survive a collision on the course. This is
very handy when the pace quickens after the first few minutes.
- Pay attention to the goals that you’re given throughout the game. They’re
not hard to complete, and reward you with a generous chunk of tokens to
help you continue on in the game after taking a tumble. Reaching these
goals will also open up new environments for you to explore.
- Always prioritize grabbing the Fluffy Unicorn icon when it appears on the
screen. You’ll need to unlock it from the store first, but once active this
mini-game gives you the chance to earn some serious bananas. Use your
tilt controls to steer the unicorn through the massive columns of currency.

- Run out of tokens, and getting annoyed of the Revive timer message? Tap
rapidly on the screen, anywhere outside of the Revive box, and you’ll be
able to start up a new game in no time at all. Note that if you do want to
Revive, it’ll cost more with each successive use in any single run.
- Grab the Fluffy Unicorn icon when it appears on the screen. You will need
to unlock it from the store first, but once it is active it gives you the chance
to earn some bananas! Use your tilt controls to steer the unicorn.

Outfits

The different outfits that are available in the game are not there just for fun. Each
outfit has its own special powers or features. For example, some will increase
your Banana count automatically by a certain percentage when you complete a
run wearing that outfit. Other costumes make power ups last longer.
Stock up on outfits you can afford with your tokens as you receive them.

Launch Pads
If you see anything that looks like a launch pad, a platform or something similar,
use it as it usually sends you high up in the air and gives you some bananas.

Minion Rush isn’t like other games such as Candy Crush. You have an infinite
amount of runs and for the most part, getting a super long run doesn’t do anything
but boost your top score. You also only need one fruit item to unlock the next level
so if you’ve already got that, don’t waste your precious Gru tokens. They are
always better spent on costumes, items, and upgrades.
Instead, just start the run over in order to complete it. I can’t think of any scenario
where you’d need to cash in tokens to continue a run, unless you’re really having
a hard time. However, with the new Jelly Labs mode of play, most challenges can
be completed in shorter runs as long as you choose costumes and upgrades
wisely.
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